Personal, Social and Emotional

Communication and Language

Physical Development

We will be continuing to use our ‘Golden Values’ to
support and ensure the children demonstrate a
respectful and caring attitude towards their friends and
teachers. As they play we extend the children’s skills on
how to resolve conflicts when they arise and manage
their feelings to be able to have fun as they play. We
will also continue to recognise the children’s
achievements and share these achievements with their
friends, parents and carers.

We will continue to follow the children’s
interests through their play and plan small
adult led activities to develop and extend
the children’s communication and
language skills. Through their
‘Chatterboxes,’ summer related activities
and local trips we will be using real life
experiences to deepen the children’s
understanding of and applying their
communication and language skills.

This term we will be learning what happens to our
bodies when we exercise using our school playgrounds,
fields and walking on trips in the local environment. We
will also be challenging our children to take ‘controlled
risks’ learning how to use our equipment safely. In the
garden, the children will continue to care for the plants
to enhance our outside area.
To develop their fine motor skills, essential for Reading
and Writing, the children will learn through play e.g
mark making outside using chalks, KS1 playground to
build upper shoulder strength.

Maths
Over the Summer term we will be singing number
rhymes/songs, counting objects related to the
children’s interests and events happening during the
Summer Term. We will be looking at patterns in the
environment and shapes.

Reading and Writing
Nursery
Curriculum Overview
Summer Term

Understanding the World
To extend and deepen our children’s understanding and knowledge of
their immediate world we will look at celebrations e.g St George’s Day,
May Day, Eid, countries and our trips out. Our children continue to be
fascinated by the wildlife, plants and insects in our Nursery garden. The
children will explore and learn facts about the life cycle of a mini-creature.

To develop the children’s Reading and Writing skills we
will continue to share stories, poems and information
books encouraging them to describe, predict and recall
what they see in the books. Also, our ‘Library Day,’ is
every Thursday where you can choose a book with your
child and share it together at home. Through the
children’s interests we will support them to write
messages, lists and their names.

Expressive Art and Design
Using a range of creative and malleable resources the children will explore,
discuss and what are the 5 senses, how and why we use our 5 senses. The
children’s enjoyment of music is a perfect opportunity for them to learn more
about what instruments can do e.g loud or soft sounds.
We will be building on the children’s wonderful Imaginative skills by providing
them with opportunities and the appropriate resources to learn through their
role-play e.g going on holiday, different occupations.

